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Piece for solo trumpet 
KEVIN MALONEY trumpet 
The Andree Expedition 
Part One 
Prologue (Fraenkel) 
The Balloon rises (Strindberg: Letter to Anna) 
Pride and Ambition (Andree: First Journal) 
Dinner Aloft (Strindberg: Letter to Anna) 
The Unforseen Problem (Fraenkel) 
The Flight Aborted (Andree: First Journal) 
BRIEF INTERVAL 
Part Two 
Mishap with a Sledge (Strindberg: Letter to Anna) 
The King's Jubilee (Andree: First Journal) 
Illness (Fraenkel) 
Hallucinations (Andree: first Journal) 
Anna's Birthday (Strindberg: Letter to Anna) 
Epilogue (Fraenkel) 
Final Words (Andree: Second Journal) 
CORY HIBBS, JORDAN ROCK, 
AVERY GRIFFIN baritones 
JAMES RADFORD piano 
INTERMISSION 
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GEORGE CRUMB 
(b. 1929) 
CRUMB 
PROGRAM NOTES 
Celestial Mechanics (Makrorosmos IV) 
Cosmic Dances for amplified piano, four hands 
Alpha Centauri 
Beta Cygni 
Gamma Draconis 
Delta Orionis 
JAMES RADFORD and ANTHONY GREEN 
with ARIEL GABRIEL 
Apparition 
Elegiac Songs and Vocalises 
REBEKAH ALEXANDER soprano 
PEH-YEH TSAI piano 
Celestial Mechanics, completed in April 1979, is the fourth in a series of works enti-
tled (or subtitled) Makrokosmos. The first two works were scored for solo piano and 
the third (Music for a Summer Evening) for two pianos and percussion. I had long 
been tempted to try my hand at the four-hand medium, perhaps because I myself 
have been a passionate four-hand player over the years. The best of the original four-
hand music-which includes, of course, those many superb works by Mozart, chubert, 
and Brahms-occupies a very special niche in the literature of music. The idiom. a 
' strange hybrid of the pianistic and the orchestral, lends itself readily to a very free 
' and spontaneous kind of music-one yhinks of the many collections of dances of vari-
ous types and of the predilection for the "fantasy" genre. The present work, therefore, 
~omprising a suite of "cosmic" dances composed in a rather "fantastic" style, falls 
squarely within the tradition. 
My sole departure from tradition occurs at two points in the score where I have 
enlarged the medium to six-harn;ls; and so, in the whimsical manner of Ives, the page 
turner must contribute more substantively to the performance than is his wont. 
The title celestial Mechanics was borrowed from the French mathematician Laplace. 
The titles for the four movements (added after the music was completed!) are the 
beautiful names of stars from the first through the fourth magnitude. The majestic 
movement of the stars does indeed suggest the image of a "cosmic choreography" 
7 ' in fact, I briefly considered opting for an alternate title (proposed by my brother, 
·ter that he is!)-The Celestial Ballroom. 
-George Crumb 
Special thanks to Martin Snow, Kyle Wesloh and Tuaha Khan. 
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